Data assimilation means to find an (approximate) trajectory of a dynamical model that (approximately) matches a given set of observations. A direct evaluation of the trajectory against the available observations is likely to yield a too optimistic view of performance, since the observations were already used to find the solution. A possible remedy is presented which simply consists of estimating that optimism, thereby giving a more realistic picture of the 'out of sample' performance. Our approach is inspired by methods from statistical learning employed for model selection and assessment purposes in statistics. Applying similar ideas to data assimilation algorithms yields an operationally viable means of assessment. The approach can be used to improve the performance of models or the data assimilation itself. This is illustrated by optimising the feedback gain for data assimilation employing linear feedback. the feedback thus determined will approach the optimal (Kalman) gain in the 24 limit of large observational windows (the proof will be given elsewhere). 
system in Section III C confirm the results.
117

II. TRACKING ERROR, OUTPUT ERROR AND OPTIMISM IN DATA
118
ASSIMILATION
119
Data assimilation is the procedure by which trajectories {z n ∈ R D , n = 1, . . . , N } (in some 120 state space which we take to be R D ) are computed with the help of a dynamical model and 121 observations, {η n , n = 1, . . . , N }. These trajectories should reproduce the observations up to 122 some degree of accuracy for all n = 1, . . . , N . We express this latter part of the procedure 123 formally as: The output y n = h(z n ) is close to the observations {η n , n = 1, . . . , N } up to space into the observation space. This function is usually part of the problem specification.
126
The exact structure of the model and of h is not important at this stage.
127
Suppose we have observations {η n ∈ R d , n = 1, . . . , N } from some real world dynamical 128 phenomenon. We assume η n can be written as 129 η n = ζ n + σr n
5 where {ζ n , n = 1, . . . , N } are unknown quantities representing the desired signal, and σ ∈ R d×d is the observational error standard deviation. We assume that {ζ n , n = 1, . . . , N } can 131 be modelled as some stochastic process. The observation errors or noise, {r n , n = 1, . . . , N } 132 are assumed to be independent with mean Er n = 0 and variance Er n r T n = 1 and they are 133 independent of {ζ n , n = 1, . . . , N }.
134
Deviation of the output from the observations can be quantified by means of the tracking 135 error,
The tracking error though is not a very useful performance measure of data assimilation 137 approaches. It is not difficult to design algorithms which achieve zero tracking error by 138 simply using the observations as output, that is any DA algorithm which satisfies y n = η n , 139 n = 1, . . . , N achieves optimal performance with respect to E T as a performance measure.
140
A performance measure which is much harder to hedge is the output error
A useful relation between E O and E T can be established. Substituting the expression (1) for 142 the observations into (2) and expanding, we get
since ζ n and r n are independent. The notation 'tr' denotes the trace of the matrix.
144
We re-write this as
The term 2σE[r n y T n ] is called the optimism. The optimism should be understood as a 146 correlation between r n and y n , where y n depends on {r k , k = 1, . . . , N }. It is a measure 147 of how much the tracking error misestimates the output error. We will argue that both 148 the optimism and the tracking error (i.e the first term on the right hand side of (5) can 149 be estimated using operationally available quantities. This will give us a handle on the 150 output error which is, as we have argued, directly related to the true performance of the 151 data assimilation.
152
The quantity E O + σ 2 can be interpreted as an "Out-of-sample error" as follows: Define
153
hypothetical observations 154 η n = ζ n + r n , n = 1, . . . , N
6 where {ζ n , n = 1, . . . , N } is as before, {r n , n = 1, . . . , N } is a process with the same 155 distribution as {r n , n = 1, . . . , N } but independent from it. Then the out-of-sample error is 156 the error between {y n , n = 1 . . . , N } and {η n , n = 1, . . . , N }, which can be written as
The key difference between the tracking error and the out-of-sample error is the absence of 158 correlation between {y n , n = 1 . . . , N } and {r n , n = 1, . . . , N } in the latter, which is precisely 159 the optimism. estimate. In our experiments we will estimate the tracking error through an empirical average,
Estimates of the optimism will be discussed next.
165
We will first calculate a general expression for the optimism for data assimilation schemes 166 which employ a linear error feedback. Most operational data assimilation schemes work in 167 cycles over time. The background field,ẑ n , is computed at the start of each cycle and usually
168
it is based on information from previous cycles. Since any cycle uses observations available 169 up to that point, the background field at time n only depends on η 1 , . . . , η n−1 . Nonetheless,
170
the background fieldẑ n is supposed to be a first guess of the the state of the system at time 171 n.
172
In this paper we consider data assimilation algorithms which combine the new observation
173
and background through a relationship of the form
where K n is a D × d matrix and can depend on η 1 , . . . , η n−1 but not on η n . As before, the
, maps points from model state space to observation space. The 176 modified background, z n , is referred to as the analysis.
177
The matrix K n is the error feedback gain. Equation (9) tells us that the analysis has a 178 linear dependence on the current observation, η n and it depends on the previous observations 179 through K n andẑ n . Data assimilation schemes that fall into the presented approach include calculate the backgroundẑ n and the matrix K n 5 .
187
We now consider the optimism as in (5) in the context of DA scheme with linear feedback as in (9). We assume that the function h(x n ) is linear so that h(x n ) = Hx n , where H is a
where 
194
Therefore, we are only left with the third term of (12) in (13). Since E(r n r
195 implies that
In the case when d = 1, which is the case we consider in the numerical experiments later,
197
this reduces to
operator, r n is independent of {η 1 , . . . , η n−1 }, Er n = 0, Er n r 
Let us briefly digress on how the backgroundẑ n and K n might be calculated in the context 206 of synchronisation, although this is in fact irrelevant for the optimism. Suppose that the 207 reality is given by the non linear dynamical system
where x n ∈ R D is referred to as the state and ζ n ∈ R d are the true observations. For this 209 non linear dynamical system we construct a sequential scheme
where K n is a D × d coupling matrix which depends on the observations η 1 , . . . η n but 211 not on η n+1 ; and y n is the model output where we hope that y n ∼ = ζ n . Here f and h are 212 approximations to the functionsf andh, respectively. The coupling introduced in this 213 scheme creates a linear feedback, in the sense that the error between y n = h(ẑ n ) and the 214 observations η n is fed back into the model.
215
Synchronisation refers to a situation in which, due to coupling, the error y n − η n becomes 216 small asymptotically irrespective of the initial conditions for the model 13 . Often a control 217 theoretic approach is taken to determine conditions which guarantee the model output,
218
y n = h(z n ), converging to the observations, η n or even z n converging to x n (strictly speaking,
219
the difference converging to zero; note that this can only be expected in case of noise free 220 observations). second linear experiment we consider gains that guarantee a certain structure of the system 228 matrix (or more specifically the poles thereof).
229
III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
230
We now demonstrate the usefulness of our approach with three numerical examples. In
231
Section III A we present the methodology for a linear system with gaussian perturbations. We 232 minimise an estimate of the out-of-sample error to determine a feedback gain and compare
233
this with the asymptotic Kalman Gain which is known to be optimal in this situation.
234
The remaining two experiments concern nonlinear systems. In Section III B we present out-of-sample error can be used to determine the feedback.
238
There is some repetition in the obtained results, however this repetition validates our have x n ∈ R 2 and η n ∈ R. The model errors, q n , are assumed to be serially independent 250 errors with mean Eq n = 0 and variance Eq n q T n = 1.
251
We set up an observer analogous to our sequential scheme (19),
where
In this case the model is coupled to the observations through a linear coupling term which 254 is dependent on the difference between the actual output and the expected output value 255 based on the next estimate of the state. For these experiments we will take the coupling 256 matrix K n to be constant so from here on we write K n = K.
257
The error dynamics in this linear example are given by
Since the noisy part of the error dynamics (Eq. 24) is stationary, synchronisation can 259 be guaranteed if the eigenvalues of the matrix (A − KHA) all lie within the unit circle.
260
Synchronisation here means that the error dynamics is asymptotically stationary with finite 261 covariance. To achieve this, we use a result from control theory, for which we need a few 262 definitions. Let HA = C so that the error dynamics are described by the system matrix In our example, x n ∈ R 2 so our observability matrix is
It is straightforward to check that the linear system we are working with here is observable 269 even though A is not stable.
270
It is well known in Kalman Filter theory (see for example Anderson and Moore 20 ) that 271 the optimal gain matrix κ n for a linear filter (in the sense of giving least error covariance) is 272 the Kalman Gain which is defined by
where Σ n is the error covariance matrix defined by
and expressed
274
by the following recursive equation,
Kalman Filter theory states that for n large, the error covariance Σ n converges to Σ ∞ which 276 is the solution to
This in turn implies that the Kalman Gain (27) converges to the asymptotic gain which is 278 defined by
The asymptotic gain, κ ∞ , is obtained by solving the Discrete Algebraic Riccati Equation
280
(DARE) given by (29) and using the solution to calculate (30 shown in Figure 1 . The model noise is iid with Eq n = 0, Eq n q T n = 1 and ρ = 0.01 while 299 for the observational noise, which was also iid with mean zero and variance one, we used 300 σ = 0.1. We let n vary between zero and 3.5 × 10 5 . For each n the empirical out-of-sample 301 error was minimised and the minimiser was recorded as an estimate of κ ∞ . The experiment 302 was repeated for 100 realisations of the observational noise, r n so that the estimates were 303 different every time. As a measure of accuracy, 90% confidence intervals were constructed.
304
We expect that the estimates converge to the asymptotic gain κ ∞ given by the solution of
305
(29,30).
306
The results obtained are shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 
315
The remaining two figures in Figure 1 show a log plot of the same information outlined Figure 1(a) shows the convergence of the gain minimising the out-of-sample error to the asymptotic gain for increasing n. We plot the quantity K − κ ∞ / κ ∞ against n in blue squares. Figure 1(b) shows a log plot of the same information with 90% confidence intervals. 
so that λ 1 = −λ 2 and |λ 1 | = |λ 2 | = α. The appropriate K for a desired characteristic given by
where O is the observability matrix defined in (26).
331
15
The results obtained from our numerical experiment to test the validity of (16) calculating the out-of-sample error explicitly using the output error. We can see that the 335 tracking error tends to zero with decreasing α. This is what we expected and is confirmed 336 by using our analytical expression for the optimism.
337
It is clear from Figure 2 (a) that while the tracking error tends to zero, the out-of-sample 338 error initially decreases and then increases resulting in a well-defined minimum. This is α was varied between 0 and 1 with the assimilation window taken to be N = 10000.
344
The well defined minimum of the out-of-sample error is also shown in Figure 2 (b). 
The second plot in Figure 2( is defined by In this experiment, the reality is given by and we assume that the observations are corrupted by random noise. Notice that we now 375 have a non linear term in the dynamical system. Such systems are said to be in Lur'e form.
376
Once again we consider data assimilation by means of synchronisation so we set up an 377 observer roughly analogous to our sequential scheme (19) with certain differences, is still uncorrelated with r n+1 . For these experiments we will take the coupling matrix K n to 385 be constant so from here on in we write K n = K.
386
We need to choose the matrix K appropriately so that we can vary the coupling strength.
387
For illustration purposes consider the error dynamics for the noise-free situation so that 388 η n = Hx n . The error dynamics in this case are given by
The matrix (A − KHA) is stable even if K = 0. This means that synchronisation occurs 
395
It is straightforward to check that the system we are working with here is observable 
so that λ 1 = −λ 2 and |λ 1 | = |λ 2 | = α. Then by Ackermann's formula we get
where a = 0 and b = 0.3 as in the matrix A. From (41) we see that HK = 1 if α = 0. Thus,
meaning that our data assimilation scheme simply replaces y n with η n , implying that the 402 tracking error is zero. In other words, in this example, it is possible to render the eigenvalues 403 of the error dynamics exactly zero and also to obtain zero tracking error. However, the data 404 assimilation is not perfect and the out-of-sample and state errors will not necessarily be 405 small.
406
Therefore, from (16) we know that
Recall that the aim of this work is to find a way to estimate the out-of-sample error to get a 408 more realistic picture of model performance. We have already determined that when there 409 is no linear coupling (i.e. K = 0) the system is stable and synchronisation occurs. We can 410 see from (43) that this happens when α = ± √ b. There are two further cases to consider.
411
When α 2 > b the feedback, due to the linear coupling, is negative. Therefore, in this case 412 we will not be able to improve the out-of-sample error. However as α tends to zero the 413 optimism will increase and be bounded by 2σ 2 . Therefore when α 2 < b it may be possible to
414
improve the out-of-sample error and determine a coupling matrix K = 0, that minimises the 415 out-of-sample error, to be used in the model. We calculate the errors as we did for the linear 416 numerical example in Section III A.
417
The results obtained from our numerical experiment to test the validity of (16) is what we expected and is confirmed by using our analytical expression for the optimism.
421
In these experiments α was varied between 0 and 1 with the assimilation window taken to 422 be N = 10000. For this third numerical experiment, the reality is given by the Lorenz'96 model which is 452 governed by the following equations
and exhibits chaotic behaviour for F = 8. By integrating the above differential equation with 454 a time step δ = 1.5 × 10 −2 , we obtain a discrete model for our reality which we denote by
We take corresponding observations of the form
where H is the observation operator and r n is iid noise. We shall take the state dimension to 457 be D = 12, the observation space to be d = 4 and we define the observation operator so that
458
we observe every third element of the state; that is (x 1 , x 4 , x 7 , x 10 ). The system we construct
459
here is fully non-linear with linear observations.
460
The assimilating model will use the Lorenz'96 model coupled to the observations through where κ is a coupling parameter taken to be between 0 and 1. With this information, the 464 assimilating model is defined by the following equations
Once again we will vary the coupling strength in the observer by adjusting the coupling 466 parameter κ. If the coupling is too strong, the observations will be tracked too rigorously and 467 so the observational noise will not be filtered out. If the coupling is too weak the observations 468 are tracked poorly; so once again we expect the out-of-sample error to take a minimum at 469 some non-trivial value of κ.
470
As always we are interested in the behaviour of the state error and, ultimately, this is the 471 error we want to be minimal. We saw in Section III B that the minimiser for the out-of-sample 472 error was the same as for the state error. We investigate this here too.
473
The results obtained are shown in Figure 4 . Once again the observational noise is iid with
474
Er n = 0, Er n r T n = 1 and σ = 0.01. Since the gain is given by equation (48) value of the optimal κ plus/minus one standard deviation in this case is
The black line draws attention to the minimum of the out-of-sample error and we once scheme. This estimate depends on the observational noise, the observation operator and the 512 feedback gain matrix but not on the underlying dynamics or dynamical noise parameters.
513
The model noise is the term that is difficult to determine operationally, so estimating the 514 optimism in an operational situation is possible as all the required terms are readily available.
515
In this paper, this approach was applied to data assimilation algorithms employing linear error This was demonstrated by comparing the out-of-sample performance with the true state 519 error of the algorithm which was available in these numerical simulations.
520
The approach outlined above also provides a simple and efficient means to determine the 521 optimal feedback gain by optimising the out-of-sample error with respect to the gain matrix.
522
Further, theoretical results demonstrate that in linear systems with gaussian perturbations, 523 the feedback thus determined will approach the optimal (Kalman) gain in the limit of large 524 observational windows. The numerical experiments presented in this paper support this 525 result for linear systems.
526
We cannot deduce the same thing for the non-linear systems since firstly, we do not have 527 a candidate for the asymptotic error or gain since the Kalman Filter equations do not hold 528 in these cases. Secondly, even if the existence of an optimal asymptotic gain could be proved, 529 the sequence of minimisers might not converge to it.
530
As an outlook for future work, it seems that the presence of dynamical noise in the 531 underlying system is important when considering the convergence of the optimal gain matrix 532 for non-linear systems. (Even in the linear case, the presence of nondegenerate dynamical 533 noise is essential for the proof to work). If there is no model noise present, then we cannot
